Name:

Please indicate all output for each of the following. If there is an error, please indicate the specific syntax or runtime exception to the best of your ability. Please show work when tracing the memory, e.g., scratching through prior values or function calls. If no memory is used or no output is shown, write “None”.

1. (2 points)
   
   ```python
   x = True
   y = False
   z = true
   print((x or y) and (not x and not z))
   ```

   Memory:

   Output:

2. (2 points)
   
   ```python
   x = 3**3
   if x%4 or x%5:
       print("Nonsense")
   ```

   Memory:

   Output:

3. (2 points)
   
   ```python
   x = 4
   y = 34
   if y//x < 10 and y%x == 2:
       print(x)
   else:
       print(y)
   ```

   Memory:

   Output:
4. (2 points)

```python
import math
x = abs(math.cos(math.pi/4))
if x < 0.25:
    print("Large angle")
elif x >= 0.25 and x < 0.75:
    print("Medium angle")
else:
    print("Small angle")
```

5. (2 points)

```python
x = 5
y = 7
if x*y // 3 == 11:
    print(x)
    if x*y%3 == 1:
        print(y)
else:
    print(y%x)
```

6. (1 point) Bonus.

```python
x = 2**5
y = 5**2
print(y if y >= x else x)
```